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A Turnkey Solution

In today's "new normal" of reduced IT budgets 
and limited resources, you need to do more 
with less than ever before. Building out 
integrations between your SIS and yet another 
software application with expensive software 
and highly skilled programmers is a non-starter 
for most university IT departments. With the 
Mazévo integration platform you can:

- Share course information securely 

between your SIS and Mazévo 

- Eliminate custom software development 

- Reduce complexity and need for 

specialized technical resources 

- Focus on supporting your institutions 

mission

Integrating Mazévo with 
your SIS  is as easy as     

1. 2. 3.

Mazévo is a single integrated 
source of facility scheduling 
information for your entire 
campus



How It Works
 Mazévo?s SIS Integration Platform is powered by N2N Illuminate and works with leading SIS 
systems such as Ellucian Banner, Ellucian Colleague, Ellucian Powercampus, Anthology Student, 
PeopleSoft, Jenzabar, and Workday

1. Configure the N2N Illuminate IPAAS to connect your SIS to Mazévo 
2.  Import your classrooms into Mazévo 
3. Synchronize courses between Mazévo and your SIS
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Why Mazévo 

Mazévo is a modern SaaS facility scheduling 
system for courses and events on your campus. 
It?s two-way integration with your student 
information system (SIS) means you have a 
complete picture of when classes and events 
are scheduled without having to track down 
information in multiple systems. Mazévo?s SIS 
Integration Platform minimizes your expense of 
managing and maintaining the integration 
between your student information system and 
Mazévo

About the Platform

The Mazévo?s SIS Integration Platform, 
powered by N2N illuminate provides a 
unified, bi-directional integration with 
your SIS. N2N has helped hundreds of 
higher education institutions for more 
than a decade resolve a wide variety of 
integration challenges with a 
streamlined cost-effective framework.  
This platform provides secure and 
holistic cloud solution so that your 
institution can seamlessly connect 
Mazévo with your student information 
system About the Platform
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